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T H E  2 1 S T  C E N T U R Y  S T U D E N T



So where is Education heading 
in the 21st Century?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax5cNlutAys

Music offers the  
chance to develop all of  

these skills and much more. 
We’re not focused just on product,  

rather the process. We nature 
the development of the 

individual, especially the social and  
emotional .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax5cNlutAys


POWER 

HOPE  

NEW POSSIBILITIES 



Why Music?

Quickly share THREE things with the person next to YOU! 

Why is MUSIC so powerful and unique?  

What’s one thing music offers learners that other subjects don’t! 

Why did you choose to be a teacher, music educator? 
 



HUMAN INTUITION - THE POWER OF MUSIC 
THE UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENT

It’s the first sense we develop and we can all sing!



An article - something to think about…

❖ Harvard President Drew Faust recently arts and linguistics 
❖ wrote of students overlooking the benefit of following their “interest in 

art or linguistics or any of the other humanity disciplines.” The trend 
towards employable subjects like math and science is reflected in 
decisions of college students as well as decision-making in primary 
and secondary schools. Funds have been cut in more than 80 
percent of U.S. school districts since 2008. The very first programs 
to go are often disciplines such as music, art and foreign language.  

❖ The president of Harvard is not alone in her concern. 
Groundbreaking work of cognitive neuroscientists reveals what we 
think are “extras” are central to strengthening our minds. Studying 
Mandarin or music as a child might do more for your adult brain and 
long-term economic prospects than studying biology.



Take music as an example. A study by Virginia 
Penhune at Concordia University shows that musical 
training, particularly instrumental training, produces 

long lasting changes in motor abilities and brain 
structure. The earlier a child starts instrumental 

training, the stronger the connection between the right 
and left hemispheres of the brain. These changes last 
into adulthood and are proven to affect the ability to 

listen and communicate as an adult.  

Nina Krauss, a cognitive neuroscientist at 
Northwestern University, just released a study that 

older adults who took music lessons at a young age 
can process the sounds of speech faster than those 

who did not, even if they haven’t picked up an 
instrument in 40 years. 

http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2014/04/28/music-art-and-language-programs-in-schools-have-long-lasting-benefits?platform=hootsuite

http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2014/04/28/music-art-and-language-programs-in-schools-have-long-lasting-benefits?platform=hootsuite


The arts and Australian education : realising potential 
/ Robyn Ewing 2010



SOME QUESTIONS FOR YOU ALL

WHAT IS HOPE?
WHAT MAKES MUSIC 

POWERFUL?  
WHAT IS INSPIRATION? 

HOW CAN INSPIRE HOPE 
AS MUSICIANS AND 

EDUCATORS?

Emerging research and data about learning



HOPE 
I have a feeling tomorrow will 
be better … (or)

I resolve to make tomorrow better. 

TALENT

Duckworth highlights that…. 

“If we overemphasise talent,  

we underemphasise everything else”



TALENT x effort = SKILL

SKILL x effort = ACHIEVEMENT
Practice 

Belief 
Refinement 
Rehearsal 

Failure 
Reflection 

Observation 
Re calibrating goals 

Focus

GROWTH MINDSET

Angela Duckworth - http://angeladuckworth.com/



Now it is  
time for some self-reflection  

about yourself! 

How much GRIT do you have?



What’s your level of grit?

www.angeladuckworth.com

http://www.angeladuckworth.com




How do we harness the power, 
advocate and collaborate?



WE NEED TO BE ADVOCATES ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS!
USE OUR COLLECTIVE VOICES ACROSS PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 



THE POWER OF TECHNOLOGY 
IN MUSIC - LOCAL OR GLOBAL  

APP OR WEB? THAT IS THE 
QUESTION!

“you think of 
technology as a 
tool”, one high 

school student told 
me. “We think of it 
as a foundation; it 

underlies 
everything we do”. 

Our Brains Extended, Educational 
Leadership. Vol 70,No 6,p.23. ascd.org



Things to come in the future - predictive data

The way and frequency of internet use is changing!



As technology emerges the world 
grows smaller. Generational habits 

change so we need to think creatively 
as educators.

HOW DO WE 
EMBRACE 
CHANGE?

BELIEVING IN OURSELVES 
AND ENCOURAGING OUR 

STUDENTS TO DO THE 
SAME! BEING WILLING TO 

GROW - CHANGING 
MINDSET. 

CURRICULUM
PEDAGOGY

ASSESSMENT - FORMATIVE V SUMMATIVE?
DEVELOPING THE INDIVIDUAL

ARTISTIC PRACTICE
ACCESS AND COLLABORATION

FORMAL AND INFORMAL



Working Together - Strength in numbers

❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ldOuVuas1c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ldOuVuas1c


Social Media and Sharing 



Projects and Committees - ASME 

National Music Teacher Mentoring 
United Voices - partnership 
You can stop the music - program - project 
Articles - Music Matters Magazine 
Webpage - Social Media 
ACARA - regular meetings & 
representation 
Media - requests 
Wide Open Sky - Movie - Documentary  
Time amidst delay commitments  

NAAE - National Advocates for Arts 
Education 

AAAE - Australian Alliance of 
Associations in Education 

Links with key professional - teacher, 
leadership associations 



Wide Open Sky

http://www.wideopenskymovie.com/trailer

http://www.wideopenskymovie.com/trailer


Related thoughts as National Chair
❖ We need to acknowledge that the AC is agreed upon. Still 

focus on teaching and inspiring students… 

❖ Base level content descriptions and standards - go beyond 

❖ Need to be politically unified and savvy, ensuring we work 
together (collective efficacy and power).  

❖ Continue to draw attention to Government re training and 
shortfalls in music education - collaborate 

❖ Respect Philosophies - Associations - Find common 
ground 

❖ We’re all in it for the kids….. it’s not about us



The	Power	of	Music	

❖ Discrete	subject	-	highly	personal	

❖ Can	be	Individual	or	Ensemble	(formal	or	
informal)	

❖ Connected	to	all	(Arts)	-	AC	

❖ Neuroscience	and	the	evidence	(Collins)	-	
Literacy	(Hallam),	CreaGvity	(Burnard),	Self-
regulaGon	(McPherson)	

❖ ConnecGon	via	aural	-	intuiGon		

❖ Connects	with	all	curriculum	areas	-	not	just	
academic		

❖ Develops	connecGon,	whether	in	the	studio,	
classroom	or	beyond	-	social,	emoGonal,	
technological	

❖ Fosters	Growth	Mindset	and	creaGvity	-	links	
with	Technology



AURAL PERCEPTION AND 
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

We need to share the news and tell parent, staff, executive and beyond! 
Music really makes a difference. 

Send and email, share a TedTalk, YouTube clip, post of FB…



Phonetic Development

The Power of Music 

10 | iMerc  

within a number of disciplines and paradigms using a wide range of 
designs and methods. Much of this research cannot demonstrate the 
direction of causality. Despite this all of the research has the potential to 
make a contribution to our developing understanding of the nature of 
transfer of musical expertise to other domains and skills, albeit in differ-
ent ways. An inclusive research strategy was adopted in accessing the 
literature for this paper. Academic data bases relevant to neuroscience, 
psychology, education and music in addition to web-based searches to 
locate relevant grey literature were searched. Analysis of located docu-
ments frequently led to further relevant material. 

Aural perception and language skills 

There is considerable and compelling evidence that musical training 
sharpens the brain’s early encoding of sound leading to enhanced per-
formance on a range of listening and aural processing skills. Active en-
gagement with music in childhood produces structural changes in the 
brain which are related to the processing of sound. These changes can 
develop over quite short periods of time. The quality of aural encoding is 
related to the amount of musical training and the nature of the require-
ments of specific instruments. 

The enhanced perceptual skills of musicians play a role in the develop-
ment of language skills. The auditory expertise gained over years of mu-
sic training fine-tunes the auditory system. Those who have had musical 
training demonstrate enhanced speech perception on a wide range of 
different tasks and have advantages in other language related skills. 

Early musical training in infants and pre-school children develops the 
auditory cortex and leads to enhanced discrimination between sounds. 
There is causal evidence of the role of music training and less formal 
musical activities in shaping the development of important neural audi-
tory skills. These benefits have been demonstrated with a range of differ-
ent groups of children. 

The development of phonological skills: Active engagement with music 
plays a major role in developing aural perceptual processing systems 
which facilitate the encoding and identification of speech sounds and 
patterns; the earlier the exposure and the greater the length of participa-
tion the greater the impact. Transfer of these skills is automatic and 
there is now accumulating evidence that this contributes not only to 
language development but also to literacy. 

executive summary page 2 (extracted from the complete report)



SELF-BELIEF 



Self-regulation



Music develops social and emotional 
capacities so well….Susan Hallam 

iMerc | 15 

Social cohesion and inclusion  

Music offers opportunities for social bonding and cultural coherence. 
There is growing evidence that musical synchrony creates social cohesion 
and increased affiliation in infants and adults. Cohesion in classes in 
schools can be enhanced through extending music making activities 
leading to better social adjustment and more positive attitudes. These 
effects seem to be particularly marked for low ability, disaffected pupils. 

Group music making has been shown to contribute to feelings of social 
inclusion; the more frequent the engagement in social musical activities 
the more socially included children feel. 

Music has been used successfully to support the social inclusion of refu-
gee children. 

Group music making offers the opportunity to engage in wider cultural 
experiences, explore new ideas, places and perspectives and support social 
cohesion through broadening experience. 

Participating in group music making may encourage tolerance and the 
development of social ethics. 

Pro-social behaviour and team work  

There is evidence of the impact of group music making on pro-social 
behaviour in children across the age range and adults. Collective music 
making supports co-operation, pro-social behaviour, belongingness, 
relationships, collaborative learning, social advancement, group identity, 
solidarity, taking turns, teamwork and helping others. 

Cross community music education projects have been effective in ad-
dressing prejudice amongst young people. The specific contexts of each 
setting can set limits on what can be achieved. 

Positive social relationships and the development of trust and respect are 
crucial for the functioning of small musical groups. 

Empathy and emotional intelligence  

Participation in active music making may increase the development of 
empathy and emotional sensitivity in children. 

executive summary page 7 (extracted from the complete report)

http://www.thelutonmusicmix.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/The-Power-of-Music-Prof-Susan-Hallam.pdf

http://www.thelutonmusicmix.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/The-Power-of-Music-Prof-Susan-Hallam.pdf


The global capacity of music and arts  
to foster connections with others

emotional connection

social connections

value for families, friends and communities

supporters

quality of life

‘Why I love Music’ 
Study of 210 students examining well-being and connection 

Merrick - 2013. 



IDENTITY AND 
EMOTION

I enjoy playing my instrument well, and playing well written, entertaining beautiful and great music. It is 
important for my enjoyment and personal health. 

The ability to play ensemble pieces with other high level performers and musicians. To be able to grow from a 
piece that sounds slightly irreverent to the score to something that sounds amazing and actually evokes 
emotion within listeners. 

I enjoy music, it is calming and healing to the soul, especially when you are the one making it. I participate in 
choir because I love to sing. its important to my personality because music is who I am 

It gives me a feeling that I am achieving something, practicing hard and getting results being able to listen to 
what you play and play as part of a band or ensemble is so much fun. Music is beautiful. Nothing else is like 
it, it's hard to describe in words, you need music to express what words cannot! 

I most enjoy that everyone is on the same level of passion. I've never encountered such a large number of 
students with the same motivation and passion for music as me. it's really important to me because i feel that i 
can express myself. i also want to get the most out of being at this school.



A though bubble, could we develop a 
National Advocacy study - linked to 

this? 



Grades are not about what students earn,  
they are about what students learn. 

Brookhart, 2011.

So where else does music have power? 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JozAmXo2bDE

It takes time, and is a calling but by developing motivation, planning, inclusion and 
enjoyment, we can have everyone involved and learning at a level suitable to their interest 

and needs.  
How about doing this on your own oval or in the school gymnasium?

I'm lookin' to the sky to save me
Lookin' for a sign of life

Lookin' for something to help me burn out bright
I'm lookin' for a complication

Lookin' 'cause I'm tired of tryin'
Make my way back home when I learn to fly high

Make my way back home when I learn to fly
Make my way back home when I learn to fly

Make my way back home when I learn to FLY..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JozAmXo2bDE


WE HAVE THE VOICE 



THANKS FOR LISTENING

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS PLEASE

brad@barkerinstitute.com.au

bmerrick@barker.nsw.edu.au

www.bradmerrick.com

@bradmerrick

mailto:brad@barkerinstitute.com.au
mailto:bmerrick@barker.nsw.edu.au
http://www.bradmerrick.com

